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il presente seminario è il nono del progetto permanente realizzato
sulla base di una volontà di collaborazione scientifica tra gli anglisti
dei tre atenei della città di roma.
È dedicato alla memoria di valeria Solesin e di tutte le vittime del
massacro di parigi il 13 novembre 2015. 



edward bond is considered one of great britain’s most
important, challenging and controversial playwrights. his
formal and thematic innovations contributed to bring into
question the function of contemporary dramatic literature.
the pope’s wedding, his first play staged at the royal court
theatre in 1962, was defined as an astonishing tour de
force. then, in 1965, followed Saved which would become
a classic, a landmark for uncompromising playwriting. ‘it is
one of those rare work of art that can be said to have
rearranged the cultural landscape’, wrote michael billington.
it proved that even inarticulate characters were worthy of
attention in a new dramaturgy and exposed the absurdity of
theatrical censorship. violence is culturally determined, it is
a society product and, as a ‘cheap consumer commodity’, it
is showed to be the outcome of a class-based capitalist
society that depends on its existence on a semi-illiterate
workforce imbued with images of aggression. ronald bryden
in his review vividly remarked that with Saved bond wanted
to ‘rub our noses in the fact the real new poor are the old
poor plus television, sinking deeper in a form of poverty we
do not yet recognise – poverty of culture’, an image that is
tragically still up to date. his characters are not screened
behind a literary language. through the impoverishment of
their linguistic capacity, bond exposes their moral and
cultural vacuum, in their dialogues they can just convey the
most basic needs or feelings. 
in the plays that followed – narrow road to the deep north
(1968), lear (1971), the Sea (1973), bingo (1974), the fool,
(1976) – he further developed his idea that violence is not
just a way of expression of the socially deprived but it is also
an agent for social change. his creative engagement with
the canon – apart from his appropriation of Shakespeare as
a cultural capital he also adapted Jacobean plays – is an
investigation around the concept of power and its
corruption, and the stance of the artist who is faced with
evidence of such corruption. once again, there is not an
original sin to generate violence and cruelty, but they are
determined by an unjust society.
in the plays he was commissioned by national institutions
such as the national theatre – the woman (1978), Summer
(1982) – or the royal Shakespeare company – bingo (1974),
the bundle, (1977), the war plays (1985), we still find the
interconnected political engagement and complex aesthetic
issues that are a trademark of bond’s plays and confront the
audience with a profoundly disturbing image of its own
world in a stripped down but rational way. 
none of his plays was ever first produced in a london west
end theatre.
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the year 2015 has seen a revival of bond’s dramatic art in
italy, featuring a new translation of lear (at minimum fax),
a stage production at the teatro india (8-20 december), the
very recent publication (by Sillabe) of edward bond. la
parola al drammaturgo. conversazioni con david tuaillon
(which appeared originally in french, 2013, and was
translated into english in 2014). the revival, today, breaks
a decades-long silence about bond, after a previous
widespread interest in the Seventies, the leaden years of
terrorism, when his plays, notably lear, were a sort of icon
of ideological resistance against the establishment,
perceived as a maze of law and injustice, order and violence.
today, a time of awakening of terror and rebuilding of walls
raised against a supposed invasion of immigrants for the
sake of security, is also, necessarily, the right time to
reconsider edward bond’s vision of violence and his
anatomy of the human, which is in fact an anatomy of
society. Since for bond writing for the theatre is a political
act, his way of dealing with Shakespeare’s heritage, making
Shakespeare a politically engaged playwright, is an act of
political re-creation, and lear is a case in point. in lear
Shakespeare is reborn as a poet of society rather than of
nature (as in the tradition of Samuel Johnson and the
romantics), thereby challenging the cult of Shakespeare’s
impersonality, non commitment, the quintessence of
negative capability. Since his first experience of macbeth at
the age of 14 bond has been obsessed with Shakespeare,
particularly hamlet, king lear and of course macbeth, along
with greek drama, sharing with Shakespeare the problem
of defining what being human is, in fact his own problem
after auschwitz and hiroshima: “we all died in auschwitz”.
our seminar thus proposes to focus on anatomy as a
metaphor both of king lear’s and of lear’s poetics, with
specific reference to king lear’s imaginary trial of his
daughter to diagnose the cause of her evil (“then let them
anatomize regan, see what breeds about her heart”, iii, 6)
and to the realistic, professional, scientific “little autopsy”
of cruel fontanelle in the presence of her father, waiting to
see how she died (ii, 6). the different results show the
ideological shift in bond’s rhetoric of anatomy: in
Shakespeare, evil is a mystery immanent in human nature;
in bond’s drama the blood on the anatomic table allows
lear to discover that the origin of fontanelle’s disease is
external to the human body, clearly a product of society.
there is beauty inside, but it is the beauty of blood. the
immersion of lear’s hand in blood functions as an objective
correlative to the playwright’s practice, his own way of
saving Shakespeare’s heritage. 
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